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A. Introduction

Tha Brookhaven Multi-Particle Spectrometer is now in an advanced

stage of construction. It is a very large solid angle, high resolution

spectrometer employing digitized wire spark chambers in a magnetic

field.

B. Magnet

The spectrometer is based on a large magnet built originally for a

Heavy Liquid Bubble Chamber ae part of the MURA project. The magnet has

been modified at Brookhaven, using the coils and most of the steel. The

new configuration is shown schematically in Fig. 1 and pictorially in

Fig. 2. It is a "C" magnet, the only obstructions on the open side con-

sisting of three 8" diameter stainless steel pillars. The size of the

pole region is 4 ft. x 15 ft. and the gap is 4 ft. high. The central

field in normal operation is % 10K gauss. In order to use secondary

beams from various external beams from the AGS, the magnet has been

built to rotate by ± 15° about a vertical axis 18" downstream of the

upstream edge of the lower pole — this is achieved by a hydraulic

bearing and piston system. The top pole is made up of 6" thick T-shaped

plates with 5" gaps to permit the use of magnetostrictive readout; the

chamber wires extend from the gap up above shielding slats on top of

the magnet where the field is low enough to obviate the need for more

shielding of the readout line.
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The magnetic field has been mapped at three excitations corres-

ponding to central field values of 10KG, 7.5KG and 5KG. The fitting

of the field is proceeding and we expect to have fits which will permit

3
field integrals to be evaluated with a precision of 1 part in 10 .

C. Detectors

It is convenient to divide the spectrometer into three sections in

order to describe the detectors:

1. The region downstream of (outside) the magnet;

2. The region in the magnet downstream of the target;

3. The region near the target.

(1) Region 1

Region 1 contains magnetostrictive readout chambers used pre-

viously in the MK1 spectrometer. These are described in detail else-

where. Two large modules (3 ft. x 10 ft. and 4 ft. x 13 ft. active

area) will be used. This region will also contain a large scintillation

counter hodoscope (120 elements each 2-1/2" x 84" x 3/4") and a Cerenkov

counter hodoscope (20 elements each 2 ft. wide x 3 ft. high, y . . «, •

20). A later addition (1976) will be a high pressure Cerenkov counter

hodoscope with a threshold of y = 10.

(2) Region 2

The downstream two-thirds of the magnet will be occupied by

plane spark chamber modules to measure the angles and momenta of forward

going particles. Two basic types of spark chamber modules are involved.

One contains four gaps, two with vertical wires to measure the x pro-

jection and one each with wires at +15° or -15° from the vertical (MX
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module). The other type contains two gaps with horizontal wires to

measure the y projection (MY module).

Fig. 3 shows three MX modules hanging in a storage frame. The

active area at the bottom is approximately 6 ft. wide by 4 ft. high,

while the overall height of the modules is approximately 15 ft. The

readout amplifiers can be seen at the top of the chambers. Fig. 4 shows

several modules installed in the magnet during a recent test run.

Fig. 5 shows three MX modules plus two MY modules in the mag-

net. The active area of the MY modules is approximately 6 ft. wide x

4 ft. high and the wires are extended out beyond the region of field

inversion to be read out in the region of low fringe field (% 100 gauss

with no reversal in the sign of the vertical icafcnetic field). A typical

experiment will run with 10 MX nodules and 8 MY modules.

(3) Region 3

Unlike the other two regions, the arrangement in the target area

is expected to vary considerably from one experiment to tie next. Two

totally different setups are under construction. One involves cylin-

drical chambers with the axis of tha cylinders parallel to the incident

beam. The wires are wound on mylar foils in the axial direction or to

form a helix with a pitch angle of approximately 45° to give stereo in-

formation. Magnetostrictlve readout will be used with the chamber wires

extending to the low field region outside the magnet in front of the

front shield plate. The diameter of the cylindrical chambers will vary

from % 12" to % 47". With this setup the solid angle approaches 4ir.

The other setup under construction is made up of plane chambers.

A plan view is shown in Fig. 6. The main feature of this setup is a

recoil proton detection system on the open side of the magnet. The
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proportional wire chambers (PWC's) will be used to trigger on slow

recoil protons. The other detectors are wire spark chambers with capa-

citive readout. The mass of the detectors has been minimized in order

to get the best possible missing mass resolution. The other plane

chambers shown help to detect decay products from the "forward going"

set of particles. All of the spark chambers are the full height of

the gap so a very large solid angle is achieved.

D. Resolution

We estimate the expected resolution of the various parts of the

apparatus to be as follows: Forward direction, using only the chambers

inside the magnet, A6 % .15 mrad; Ap/p % 0.4% at 10 GeV/c. With addi-

tional information for tracks that exit from the magnet and traverse the

downstream chambers we expect Ap/p % 0.2%. In the region near the tar-

get we expect A6 % 1 mrad, Ap/p % 2% for particles perpendicular to the

field.

E. Beams

The beam currently available for use in the MPS is the Medium

Energy Separated Beam (MESB) from the B target station. The momentum

limit of the beam is % 9 Gev/c, but K,TT separation is expected to be

poor above 6 GeV/c. During 1975 we expect the completion of the High

Energy Unseparated Beam (HEUB) from the A target station. This beam

will be capable of transporting 30 GeV/c particles and should provide

useful fluxes to ij, 25 GeV/c. In each beam proportional chambers will

be used to achieve an incident angle resolution of % 0.25 mrad with



Ap/p of % 0*2%. Cerenkov counters will be used to select the type of

incident particle required for an experiment.

F. Trigger

Various trigger schemes will be used in experiments with the MPS —

scintillation counter hodoscopes of various sizes are being constructed

as are proportional wire chambers of many shapes and sizes. Details of

the schemes to be used can be found in the various approved and proposed

experiments but they range from the selection of multiplicity in hodo-

scopes and PWC's (including Vee selection by a change in multiplicity

following a decay space) to a fast digital trigger system using three

PWC's to select missing mass and momentum transfer for slow recoil pro-

tons; a water Cerenkov counter will be used to identify protons. The

various downstream Cerenkov counters can also be used in the triggers.

We encourage the use of very selective triggers - say 1/10 beam

particles - for low cross sections in order to achieve the very high

sensitivity available with the MPS, 30,000 events per seen yb in 100

hours. This will also reduce the computer time required to analyze the

data.

G. Approved Experiments

1. AGS experiment #557: A study of the £ and R regions; University

of Pennsylvania (W. Selove et al.)> University of Massachusetts (J. Shafer

et al.). Brandeis University (J. Benslnger et al.), and BNL collaboration.

The objective is to do a high statistics experiment (i* 4000 events/ub) in

selected regions of mass and momentum transfer for the reaction ir~P -* X~p
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with full detection of all the outgoing charged tracks. Emphasis will

be given to a detailed study of the I •= 1 bo3on resonances in the region

of 6~(97O) and the R~(1600-1800). This experiment uses the target area

assembly I (recoil proton detection) and trigger-selection will be made

by a fast (% 200 nsec) kinematical determination of the forward going

missing mass and momentum transfer. A water filled threshold Cerenkov

counter will identify the protons. A trigger-selection resolution for

forward going missing mass of (AM) % 50-100 MeV (FHEM) and a momentum

2
transfer resolution (At) of .02 (GeV/c) is expected (proportional wire

chambers alone). Spark chambers interleaved with Che proportional

chambers will be used in the analysis to improve the resolution. The

spark chamber systems on both sides of the target and downstream (all

plane chambers) detect the charged decay products of the boson.

2, AGS experiment #594 (BNL/CCNY collaboration). A survey experi-

ment with the BNL MPS; a systematic study of the production and decay of

boson resonances and production of vee particles. In this experiment,

forward going strange and non-strange boson spectra from ir~p, K~p, pp

and pp interactions will be studied in the KK, KIT and Kirir decay channels.

The emphasis will be on t and s dependencies of the production and mea-

surements of the decay angular distributions. K° and A production from

ir~p, K p and pp will also be studied with the aim of measuring the polari-

zation of forward and recoil A°'s. The basic trigger selection is by

counting the number of charged particles traversing proportional chambers

and thus detecting the decay of a neutral vee. Typical reactions to be

studied are:
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3. AGS experiment #596: Tests of exchange models in two-body

scattering including pp annihilations, exotic exchange, and other

reactions from 4-10 GeV/c; Carnegie-Mellon University (R.M. Edelstein

et al.) and Southeastern Massachusetts University (J.J. Russell et al.).

In this experiment the object is to study several two-body and quasi-

two-body scattering processes with a view toward making detailed tests

of exchange models. Reactions included in this study are those charac-

terized by allowed baryon exchange such as pp -* TT~TT+, -ir'p etc.,
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"~P * P"~t PP~ etc., pp -• K~K , K~K etc. A study of reactions such

as K~p •* pK~, K~p * TT +£~, K~p •+• K +5~, pp •+ K+K~, pp •* pp, Tr~p •*• K Z~,

etc. is also proposed (the latter reactions are so-called first forbid-

den as exotic exchange processes). For thi3 experiment the target will

be located in front of the MPS and will be surrounded by a set of cylin-

drical spark chambers. A high pressure Cerenkov counter at the upstream

end of the MPS will identify the forward going secondary.

4. A6S experiment #601: pp •+ V° V° + neutrals near 6 GeV/c;

Brandeis University (L. Kirsch et al.), Syracuse University (M. Goldberg

et al.), and University of Cincinnati (B. Meadows et al.). The cylin-

drical spark chamber arrangement will be used (inside the magnet). The

final state of the reaction of Interest is two neutral vee's decaying

into two charged particles each plus neutrals, and the trigger selection

will be made using a veto scintillation counter which surrounds the tar-

get and a cylindrical proportional chamber which detects the decay of

neutral vees.

In addition to the above, a further 6 proposals or letters of

intent have been submitted.

H. Comments on Use with Polarized Targets

The MPS is ideally suited for use with a polarized target. The

large solid angle will give the highest possible data rates for a given

target and, in addition will permit the selection of events with the

target polarization either In or perpendicular to the plane of matter

(plus any direction in between, of course) limited mainly by the cryo-

stat and other equipment associated with the target. Thus, in addition
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to the polarization parameter, P, one can envision measurements of the

spin rotation parameters, R and D, particularly for those experiments

involving A *s whose polarization can be determined from decay distri-

butions. This is of particular importance in the case where one is

studying reactions of the type:

IT + p •* (strange boson) + A°

K + p •+ (non-strange boson) + A

In this case the study of decay correlations, including joint correla-

tions will permit complete determination of the scattering amplitudes.

In those cases where the boson has spin zero, it is also necessary

to study the reactions with a component of the polarization vector of

the proton in the incident beam direction. Hence it is necessary either

to bring in the incident beam at an angle to the horizontal plane or to

rotate the MFS field in the region of the target — or both. One can

envision rotating the field with superconducting coils as a later develop- '

ment at the MFS.

There is one obvious restriction on the target to be used in the

MPS. The detector system requires significant changes in order to run

the spectrometer with the field reversed from the usual direction —

basically the necessary bias on the readout wires for the magnetostrictive

readout would demand that the high voltage pulses be reversed if the field

were reversed. Consequently it is highly desirable that the polarization

be easily reversed without a change in the magnetic field.

At present, the most promising target suggested for use in the MPS ;

is the frozen spin target. This target would be polarized in a region

of high, unlfovm field in the MPS produced by iron poles or field shaping

coils and then moved into the main MPS field for experiments, the .;

I'
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polarlzatlon being retained by lowering the target temperature. Hence

the solid angle would be limited only by the cryostat; careful design

will give full azinuthal average. Polarizations approaching 90% can be

expected with target materials with excellent fractions of free protons.

Also, with this target the direction of polarization is determined by

the frequency of the RF field and hence changes in the direction of the

magnetic field are not necessary.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 A drawing of the MPS magnet.

Fig. 2 A photograph of the fully assembled magnet.

Fig. 3 A photograph of the MX modules

Fig. 4 A photograph showing the MX modules installed in the magnet.

Fig. 5 A photograph showing three MX plus two MY modules installed in

the magnet.

Fig. 6 The target region setup employing plane chambers.



MPS MAGNET

Weight
Gap
Central Field
Colls
Power
Cooling Hater
Downward Force
at Midplene

Support

Rotation

650 Con*
6' wide x 4* high x 15' long
lOkG
14 pancakes, 11 turns ea.
10,000 A 8 240V
400 GPM 8 20*C rise

550 tons (magnet powered)
4 hydrostatic bearings, 30" dla.
on steel platea

± 15% pivot 18" Inside upstream
end
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